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Adoption of cryptocurrency in businesses is inevitable.

Businesses around the world are curious about accepting
cryptocurrency as a method of payment and the majority of them do
not have the know-how or resources to get started. 

OUR RESEARCH



Accept Crypto ($ACEPT) is a first-of-its-kind cryptocurrency
with a unique use case to get cryptocurrencies accepted by
large and small companies across the globe.  

 
With funding provided through multiple avenues (including a
percentage of taxes), Accept Crypto is forming outreach teams
of industry insiders that are going to change the game in a big
way. We will execute a strategy for cryptocurrency acceptance
and implementation in businesses.

OUR MISSION



THE BIG IDEA

Research companies that have the potential to accept cryptocurrency and reach
out to them.
 Explain the benefits of not only accepting cryptos, but actually holding them
and using them for things such as paying employees who opt to receive a
portion of their paycheck in crypto.
Offer long-term customer support to companies who choose to pursue
accepting cryptocurrencies.
Create easy-to-understand presentations on each of the potential ways to
accept cryptocurrencies. Those will be used in the pitches to help determine
what form of acceptance is best for each company.

 
 

Teams are being put in place to do the following:

1.

2.

3.

4.



THE BIG IDEA (cont...)

5. Walk companies through setup and implementation, to ensure accepting
cryptocurrency is as easy, beneficial, and seamless as possible.
6. The influencers on the project, including Matt Wallace, Myles G Investments, and
many others, will use their platforms to inform and educate about Accept Crypto.
They will also give companies free publicity when they accept cryptocurrencies. Will
also use verified accounts of team members to establish credibility.
7. Accept Crypto will continue to get a lot of publicity every time we get a company
to accept cryptocurrency and it goes viral in our community. That will lead to a lot of
new people joining this movement and cryptos also. A win-win!



TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS

Our developers, Solidity Finance, have created a token with well-
tested tokenomics, coding, and development. This will serve as
the backbone of how investors will benefit beyond technical
analysis. 

The use case will not only take our community to the next level
but also help grow the crypto community. Here at $ACEPT, we
have the perfect trifecta to facilitate our exponential growth,
technology use case, and major incentivizing catalysts.



Tokens Tradable
75%

Tokens To Be Burned
14%

Marketing and Development
11%

DISTRIBUTIONDISTRIBUTION

1,000,000,000,000 Token Supply1,000,000,000,000 Token Supply



Buy Taxes Distribution
Maximum Fees 10%

 
Buyback and Burn 2%

Liquidity Pool 2%
Marketing 3%

Development 3%

Sell Taxes Distribution
Maximum Fees 10%

 
Buyback and Burn 2%

Liquidity Pool 2%
Marketing 3%

Development 3%

$ACEPT TAXATION



$ACEPT is a hyper-deflationary token. 
 

Our buyback-and-burn will support $ACEPT's long-term
price stability and value growth. With each buyback-
and-burn, the net asset value will be divided among a
shrinking supply of tokens in circulation. As a result, the
price of the $ACEPT token should continuously grow
over time.

BUYBACK and BURN



Fair Token LaunchFair Token Launch

First Token BurnFirst Token Burn

CoinMarket Cap ListingCoinMarket Cap Listing

CoinGecko ListingCoinGecko Listing

Massive Marketing CampaignMassive Marketing Campaign  

Contests, Giveaways, AirdropsContests, Giveaways, Airdrops

5000 Hodlers5000 Hodlers

Develop a fully comprehensiveDevelop a fully comprehensive
outreach package for eachoutreach package for each

possible way to accept crytpopossible way to accept crytpo

Big Exchange ListingsBig Exchange Listings

6 Figure Marketing Campaign6 Figure Marketing Campaign

dAppdApp

GiveawaysGiveaways

Massive Coin BurnsMassive Coin Burns

Get as many companies asGet as many companies as
possible to accept crytpopossible to accept crytpo

and provide long-termand provide long-term
help/customer service tohelp/customer service to

those companiesthose companies

SEND $ACEPT TO THESEND $ACEPT TO THE
MOON BY COMBININGMOON BY COMBINING
FORCES WITH OTHERFORCES WITH OTHER

CRYPTOS!!!CRYPTOS!!!    
  

Hire development team toHire development team to
reach out to companies andreach out to companies and
present them with all of thepresent them with all of the
benefits of accepting cryptobenefits of accepting crypto

Top 10 Exchange ListingsTop 10 Exchange Listings

Massive Coin BurnMassive Coin Burn  

PHASES



DeveloperDeveloper


